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22） = 11.375, p < 0.01）および総軌跡長（F（2,22） 












矩形面積では2週後（F（2, 32） = 7.422, p < 0.01）
に視覚群が非視覚群とコントロール群と比較して有
意に低値を示した（vs 非視覚群 : p < 0.05, vs コン
トロール群 : p < 0.01）．総軌跡長では，1週後（F（2, 
32） = 3.650, p < 0.05）に視覚群がコントロール群
と比較して有意に低値を示し（p < 0.05），2週後（F（2, 
32） = 6.514, p < 0.01）に視覚群が非視覚群とコン
トロール群と比較して低値を示した（vs 非視覚群 , 


































測定値（％BE）の平均値 ± 標準偏差， Bonferroniの多重比較
群内比較§: p < 0.05 （vs 1週後）, ψ: p < 0.05, ψψ: p < 0.01（vs 2週後）










†† 12.2±2.6 (86.3±23.1) 14.2±5.2 (99.6±24.8)
総軌跡長(cm)
練習前 156.0±70.1




† 111.4±18.6 (100.0±13.5) 119.1±13.4 (104.2±20.7)
2週後 114.8 ± 37.5 (77.1±15.3)
*,† 108.0±20.4 (97.3±17.3) 119.8±17.1 (105.2±24.8)
RMS(m/s2)
練習前 26.0±5.5 (100) 22.9±8.1 (100) 25.0±6.1 (100)
1週後 22.8±5.0 (94.7±34.6) 27.5±7.3 (126.2±35.6) 27.1±3.8 (113.4±24.1)
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Abstract
　Our purpose was to investigate the effect of exercise for posture control with visual feedback for the knee position 
on the standing side. Thirty-five healthy young women（20.2±0.5 years）were recruited. As for the posture control 
exercise, the subjects continued to stand for one minute with one leg on the balance pad. The posture control 
exercise was performed three days a week for two weeks. The subjects were randomized to one of the three 
following groups: those exercising posture control with visual feedback using our novel device for visually perceiving 
the body parts position, those without visual feedback, and the control group. The rectangular area and length of 
center of pressure as the center of posture sway was measured before, one week after, and two weeks after the 
exercise. The measurements from the center of posture sway after the exercise were normalized to before the 
exercise. The posture sway of the visual feedback group showed significantly lower value than the other two groups 
after two weeks（p<0.05）．These results suggested the effectiveness of the posture control exercise with visual 
feedback for knee position.
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